Plans For I. F. C. Weekend Are Disclosed At Banquet; Kay Kyser To Play At Dance

Hotel Somerset Is Site For Dance On April 29

Another Band, Not Yet Named By Committee, Will Add To Occasion

Over two hundred faculty men attended the I. F. C. banquet at the Hotel Commander, Cambridge, last evening when the plans for the coming I. P. C. Weekend, which is to be held on April 29-30, were announced.

Featured speaker of the evening was Mr. Samuel MacFall, chairman of the National Interfraternity Conference, and prominent constitutional lawyer. Mr. MacFall explained in some length the functions of the national I. F. C. and discussed the manner in which the local Conferences should fit into the picture. Dr. Bush Speaks

Mr. MacFall's talk was preceded by a short talk by Dr. Vannevar Bush, Vice-President of the Institute of Advanced Studies. Dr. Bush opened with a sentence to the effect that the real efficiency of the functions of the National Interfraternity Conference is the higher efficiency of the local Conferences which can add to the good of the fraternity through cooperation of the local Conferences.

The supper dance opened with a talk by Dr. Samuel C. Prescott, Professor in the Chemistry staff. Dr. Prescott gave an account of his recent talk at the 5:15 Club Tuesday evening. The talk was given by the 5:15 Club Tuesday evening to the student staff of the 5:15 Club and continued at Trinity Church, and continued to Thursday afternoon.

Professor Magoun gives First Talk To 700 Students On Choosing a Major

Second hundred Technology students, preceded by 1500 yesterday afternoon to hear Professor F. Alexander Magoun present the first of a series of three talks on careers. The unique offering was given as part of the humanities course which the professor teaches. Yesterday was the first time that the subject has been opened to the Institute to a whole. Every seat in the lecture room was taken fifteen minutes before the lecture began; and about 1500 professors re-stated standing during the address.

Professor Magoun outlined the different fields of work, emphasizing the necessity of having a wide education to be a companion and who has similar interests. Before he began his address he requested that those who were interested that they take sufficient time to rest and were then directed.

The next talk in the series will be March 30th, on the subject of choosing a major with the psychological aspects of war. The final talk, on self-adjustment after marriage, will be given Thursday, April 14.
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**Letters to the Editor**

**Public Spirit**

To the Editor:

The increase in recent years of the number of public spirited organizations, such as World Peaceways and the A. S. U., has both cheered and bothered Mr. Whittier. The above mentioned increase has cheered me. I only hope, that along with Mr. Whittier, it has likewise bothered those forces which these organizations are fighting.

The immediate reason for this recent growth in the number of such organizations is, in Mr. Whittier's opinion, that "some kind of checks in our system is obviously needed in this crazy, insane world of ours." Mr. Whittier also expresses concern for its attitude that of deepest interest and concern. These marriage failures have existed for a century, the multiplicity of causes which effect them are not unaffected by this present trend, for, as Mr. Whittier states, "the social system is based on the family unity upon which our present civilization is founded, but we be-in to wonder how strong are those bonds where students whose opinions differ greatly from our friends who did not vote. It is very doubtful whether any citizen, uprooted from his home and family to fight a general war, will have nothing to do with that question. That is left for the "few big egotists," as Mr. Whittier has defined them, to decide for the world."

It is indeed a shame if there is a majority of man's instinct is not at work, that there would be no Germany with which Mr. Whittier refuses to "take sides." And Technology men are not only "bothered" by these misapprehensions, we had no hand in it. The questionnaire that The Tech is red or even "pinkish," as we lie regretted if there is a prevalent opinion that any proof existed for the view that man's instinct is not at work, that there would be no Germany with which Mr. Whittier refuses to "take sides."

The Tech, it has likewise bothered those forces which these organizations are fighting.**
Spring Track Season Gets Underway Early
Announcement Made of Schedule For Remaining Months

Ten days earlier than usual the spring track season started last week when running on the boards was the Harvard-Dartmouth meet, the first track meet since last year's letter or agreement, by the track teams of the two institutions, was cancelled.

Playing in the main, 1 postd. 4 and 3, was defeated.

Playing in the main, 1 postd. 4 and 3, was defeated.

The track teams will continue their intercollegiate schedule this weekend.

April Fool!!

Now that April Fool is upon us once again we would like to mention just a few of the more desirable tricks which have been perpetrated upon us this week with the view of sending those of you who run short of sheet music with a suitable variation.

Nuisance value for the average track man can be divided into three classes—the room-mate approach, the pianist, and the chemical laboratory manager.

The one involving the highest percent of people is the pianist approach. We once had a room-mate whose main occupation seemed to be to play the grand piano all through the night. This nuisance value for the average track man can be divided into three classes—the room-mate approach, the pianist, and the chemical laboratory manager.
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Options

Blanket bids may be bought for $2.50 to cover all the events at a discount of 25%, or individually, for $1.00. Otherwise redecoration price will be $1.25. Bid deadline is 9:00 P.M., April 25. Bid papers are available at Dunleavy's. For information go to Dunleavy's, 1500 Newton Ave., or call 496-1668.

The Interclass Baseball Committee is organizing the Banana Ball Game to be held at the Duffin Field Ridgewood, N. J., May 24th, 1941, to be played by the following teams: A. D. T. (A), C. T. (C), T. T. U. (T), and B. U. (B). The game will be a round robin affair, with the team finishing first being chosen to play the Interclass champion of the NECC, at the Harvard Stadium, June 1st. Bids are being taken in the chemistry, physics, biology, and art classes, and will be open until 9:00 P.M., April 25th. lids are available at Dunleavy's, 1500 Newton Ave., or call 496-1668.

The Interclass Baseball Committee is organizing the Banana Ball Game to be held at the Duffin Field Ridgewood, N. J., May 24th, 1941, to be played by the following teams: A. D. T. (A), C. T. (C), T. T. U. (T), and B. U. (B). The game will be a round robin affair, with the team finishing first being chosen to play the Interclass champion of the NECC, at the Harvard Stadium, June 1st. Bids are being taken in the chemistry, physics, biology, and art classes, and will be open until 9:00 P.M., April 25th. lids are available at Dunleavy's, 1500 Newton Ave., or call 496-1668.

The Interclass Baseball Committee is organizing the Banana Ball Game to be held at the Duffin Field Ridgewood, N. J., May 24th, 1941, to be played by the following teams: A. D. T. (A), C. T. (C), T. T. U. (T), and B. U. (B). The game will be a round robin affair, with the team finishing first being chosen to play the Interclass champion of the NECC, at the Harvard Stadium, June 1st. Bids are being taken in the chemistry, physics, biology, and art classes, and will be open until 9:00 P.M., April 25th. lids are available at Dunleavy's, 1500 Newton Ave., or call 496-1668.
### Calendar

**Friday**
- 5:00 P.M.: Menorah Society Meeting—East Lounge.
- 6:00 P.M.: Backboard and Blade Meeting—West Lounge.
- 10:00 P.M.: Assemblies Banquet—Walker Memorial.

**Saturday**
- 10:00 A.M.: Friendship Tour Group Luncheon—Main Hall.
- 10:00 P.M.: Assemblies Banquet—Walker Memorial.

**Monday**
- 6:15 P.M.: Class of 1928 Dinner—Silver Room.

Sophomore English Classes Present Plays As Part Of Regular Course

One of the little known activities of the Sophomore English classes at Technology is the presentation of a play nearly every Saturday morning by one of the E 22 Drama Option sections. Under the direction of their individual instructors, the Sophomores are presenting a series of creditable plays. Each of the drama sections takes turns at presenting a different play, complete with costumes, scenery, and tickets.

- **Sophomore English Classes Present Plays As Part Of Regular Course**

Students Learn Details

The object of presenting the plays is to acquaint those studying Drama with the practical aspects of the presentation of a play, down to, in return for being the most prosperous farmer in New Hampshire. After seven years success, and an additional three year extension, the farmer is to give up his soul to the red gentleman, but the farmer suddenly decides that he doesn't want to go to Hell, so he calls on Dan'l Webster to get him out of it. Before a jury of eminent gentlemen as Blackbeard, Philip H. Peters, '37, who conducted the Devil before a jury containing such noteworthy characters as the music of Joe Sullivan and his orchestra, and King Philip, the Indian chief, in a legal sense so eloquently that the farmer's soul, and then forced the Devil to sign a non-aggression pact. The acting was competent, the characters excellently portrayed their parts, costumes well made, and the whole play was really creditably performed.

### I. F. C. Banquet

(Continued from page 13)

Philip H. Peters, '37, who conducted the meeting very ably, introduced the speakers and the members of the I. F. C. Dance committee who made the announcements of the plans for the coming I. F. C. event.

**Kappa Sig Punchbowl Will Be On April 9**

The Kappa Sigma "Punchbowl" is to take place at their house on April 9, it is their fourth annual "Punchbowl" and is their biggest dance of the year. The brothers will swing to "Miami Triad," which is given by Beta Theta Pi, Phi Delta Theta, and Sigma Chi.

**Alumni Day Features New Course IV Bldg.**

Lunch To Be Served On Courts; Dinner Will Follow

Recognition of the significance of moving the School of Architecture to Cambridge and of one final departure from the Rogers Building will supply the keynote for Alumni Day to be held on June 6.

**Boil, Dalton, Church**

89 BROAD STREET

- **M. I. T. A.**

(Continued from page 1)

the wrestling team, and it is a member of the wrestling executive committee of Beaver Key. Woodford, a Phi Kappa Sigma, is the newly elected vice-president of Beaver Key, and was manager of the basketball team.

### LIQUOR SPECIALS

AT THE CENTRAL DISTRIBUTING COMPANY

450 MASS. AVENUE, COR. OF BROOKLINE STREET

**SOME REAL VALUES**

- Honeydale American Bottled in Bond (4 yr. old) Qts. $2.95
- Sanderson's Mountain Dew Scotch ............................ 5th $2.95
- Kinture 10 Yr. Old Scotch .......................................... 5th $2.50

Free Deliveries Made Promptly

**LIQUOR SPECIALS**

AT THE CENTRAL DISTRIBUTING COMPANY

450 MASS. AVENUE, COR. OF BROOKLINE STREET

Tel. TRO. 1728

For further information call 89 Broad St. and ask for the manager of the basketball option.

The Devil and Dan'l Webster

On Saturday, March 26, Dr. Lanier’s Drama section presented the world premiere of a play called "The Devil and Dan'l Webster." The play, taken from a story by Stephen Benet, told how Dan'l Webster once bested the Devil before a jury containing such notable characters as Blackbeard, Philip, the Indian chief, in a legal sense so eloquently that the farmer's soul, and then forced the Devil to sign a non-aggression pact. The acting was competent, the characters excellently portrayed their parts, costumes well made, and the whole play was really creditably performed.

**Now on the Air**

**MONDAYS**

**EDDIE CANTOR**

America's great fun-maker and personality — every Monday night at 7:30 pm E.S.T., 6:30 pm C.S.T., 8:30 pm M.S.T., and 7:30 pm P.S.T., over Columbia Network.

**TUESDAYS**

**BENNY GOODMAN THE "KING OF SWING"**

Hear the great Goodman Swing Band "go to town." Every Tuesday night at this new time — 9:30 pm E.S.T., 8:30 pm C.S.T., 7:30 pm M.S.T., 6:30 pm P.S.T., over Columbia Network.

**ALL BROUGHT TO YOU BY**

THE MAKERS OF